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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the Exhibit button.
Based on the configuration shown in the exhibit, what will be
the state of the IS-IS levels on interface ge-0/0/0.100?
A. Level 1 is disabled and Level 2 is enabled.
B. Level 1 is disabled and Level 2 is disabled.
C. Level 1 is enabled and Level 2 is enabled.
D. Level 1 is enabled and Level 2 is disabled.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A laptop's number lock and scroll lock lights are blinking in a
certain sequence and is not booting. Which of the following
would a technician do FIRST in this situation?
A. Consult the manufacturer website for diagnostic codes.
B. Install a replacement hard drive.
C. Attempt to boot into safe mode.
D. Install a replacement memory module.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is implementing an access layer solution with four
HP Comware switches in an Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF)
virtual device or domain. The customer expects to add two
additional switches of the same model and would like to add
them to the existing IRF virtual device. What must the customer
verify?
A. that the IRF virtual device has spanning tree enabled on it
B. that the new switches are both assigned the same member ID
as the master of the existing IRF virtual device
C. that the switch model supports at least six switches in an
IRF virtual device
D. that the IRF virtual device is using a daisy chain topology
to provide better resilience
Answer: A
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